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Objective of Research

The goal of the Atlantic Slope Consortium (ASC) is to develop and test a set of indicators in freshwater and coastal systems that are ecologically appropriate, economically reasonable, and relevant to society. Specific objectives, as presented in the original proposed scope of work, include: (1) develop and test ecological and socioeconomic indicators of aquatic resource condition, construct models that use environmental, geographic, and stressor data to predict indicator responses, and use models to link upstream watersheds and downstream estuaries; (2) develop large scale measures for characterizing landscape attributes and land-use patterns to serve as predictors of a range of environmental conditions; and (3) deliver a nested suite of indicators to managers, where the implications of aggregating models at various scales are considered, and for which reliability is known.

These objectives were restated in the project vision statement, developed collaboratively by the project team, as follows:

The ASC uses a universe of watersheds, covering a range of social choices (as reflected in differing land use/land cover), and asks two questions:

1. How “good” can the environment be, given those social choices?
2. What is the intellectual model of condition within those choices, i.e., what are the causes of condition and what are the steps for improvement?
Following development and articulation of the vision statement, many of the project tasks were oriented to specific portions of this statement. This ensures that a common vision is consistently pursued throughout the project.

**Progress Summary**

Year 3 of the ASC project included collection and analysis of field data, exploration of landscape-level indicators, socioeconomic surveys and modeling, and greater emphasis on integrating the various components of the project. A summary of these activities is given below. Additional details can be found in the reports for individual subprojects.

**Estuarine Data Collection and Analysis**

In general, field data collection initiated in prior years continued in Year 3. Sampling included measurements of biota (e.g., estuarine fauna, birds, wetland vegetation, and stream macroinvertebrates) as well as abiotic condition (e.g., water quality, sediment, in-stream habitat). Shoreline surveys and measurement of optical properties also were undertaken. Data analysis has been ongoing and indicators are in various stages of development.

**Estuarine faunal indicators.** Analyses of estuarine faunal data, and associated physical and chemical habitat, have been focused on exploring the relationships among local, watershed, and regional-scale indicators, as well as linkages between abiotic and biotic indicators. For example, we identified important abiotic predictors of the distribution of two key indicators of estuarine health, blue crabs and bivalves. These abiotic predictors are easily measured and thus may serve as cost-effective indicators for targeting features for conservation or identifying areas that are likely to be degraded. In a separate but related effort, a Fish Community Index (FCI) was developed for nearshore fish based on 2002 data; this index is now being used to look for correlations with easily observed watershed and shoreline conditions.

**Avian indicators.** This project component aims to develop indicators of watershed condition using individual-, population-, and community-level attributes of wetland, riparian and water bird assemblages. Sampling riparian bird communities was a new addition in 2003; this will help link watershed processes to estuarine condition. An Index of Marsh Bird Community Integrity (IMBCI) has been developed, and a Water Bird Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) is under development. The influence of land use on breeding Red-winged Blackbirds and other marsh nesting passerines is also being studied.

**Wetland vegetation indicators.** Data collected on macrophyte species composition in brackish wetlands as part of the bird surveys are being used to develop wetland vegetation indicators, with particular emphasis on the extent of *Phragmites australis* invasion. To help identify potential causes of this species’ expansion, particularly linkages to nutrient enrichment, *Phragmites* leaf samples are being analyzed for nutrient and metals content.

**Stream indicators.** Continued sampling of benthic macroinvertebrates and related physical habitat parameters took place in the freshwater portion of estuarine segments, in collaboration with the Maryland Department of Natural Resources’ Maryland Biological Stream Survey.
(MBSS). These data, combined with existing data, are being used to calculate the coastal plain benthic Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI). An investigation of spatial considerations for linking watershed landcover to various stream indicators in Coastal Plain streams, based on existing MBSS data, has recently been completed.

Optical indicators. An optically based indicator of habitat suitability for submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) was derived and applied to mesohaline subestuaries of Chesapeake Bay (Maryland and Virginia) with differing land uses, and in the North River, North Carolina. The indicator utilizes concentrations of optically active water quality parameters to determine whether sufficient light penetrates the water column for growth of SAV. In addition, collaborative studies were concluded with investigators in the ACE-INC EaGLes in Morehead City, NC. Comparisons have been made between optical properties at the more energetic sites studied by ACE-INC and the more protected sites being studied by ASC.

Watershed Data Collection and Analysis

Physical habitat/landscape indicators. A sampling protocol for Stream, Wetland, and Riparian (SWR) areas, developed collaboratively by the ASC team in Year 2, was applied at twenty points in each of 24 watersheds in the study region. These data have been entered into a MS Access database, and analysis is currently underway. To allow for cross-comparisons between the SWR data and landscape-level metrics, information was generated on landcover characteristics in a 1-km circle surrounding each SWR point, and for each HUC-14 watershed, from the National Land Cover Data (NLCD). Existing biological datasets, including benthic macroinvertebrate data from EMAP and the MBSS, will used to validate assessments of aquatic ecosystem health generated by physical habitat metrics (at the site level), and by landscape metrics (in 1-km circles and at the watershed scale).

In addition, as an outgrowth of developing the SWR protocol, a preliminary assessment procedure was developed for headwater riparian systems in North Carolina. This assessment protocol is being revised to reflect reference conditions in North Carolina watersheds and to meet specific needs of the North Carolina Wetland Restoration Program (WRP) program.

Landscape indicators. An existing nutrient discharge model and GIS are being used to explore the efficacy of geographic data (beyond physiographic province and land use/land cover) in predicting nutrient discharges. Factors being explored include the spatial arrangement of landscape features, particularly source areas and riparian forests; the effects of improved hydrologic characterization; and the influence of wetlands. Attention has also been focused on identifying the ways that choice of geographic data sources and their resolution, and choice of specific metrics effect predictions of nutrient discharge. This modeling will allow linkages between geographic data and water chemistry data, and ultimately, biological condition.

Human Dimensions Working Group

The Human Dimensions Working group developed two innovative approaches for ranking the relative efficiency of communities in the region in producing a high quality of life and environment. One is based on data envelopment analysis and uses minimal value judgments.
The second imposes stronger value judgments derived from observed human residential (i.e., human habitat) choices. Secondary data was used for proof-of-concept; the group is currently moving toward an application to communities in ASC watersheds.

The working group also (1) produced frameworks for combining economic and environmental data water quality policy analysis in the specific context of designing pollution trading programs for point and nonpoint sources of water pollution and managing invasive species that threaten aquatic resources; (2) developed theory to guide the interpretation of economic and environmental data for sustainability analysis; (3) explored the use of stochastic frontier analysis for assessing the efficiency of land use change; and (4) examined institutional and legal obstacles to effective integration of ecological indicators into decisionmaking.

Finally, the working group is exploring methods and results to estimate societal value of various types of economic and environmental information for water quality management, and methods for data collection. Methods and results are being developed on the value of information for managing nitrogen loads in the Susquehanna River Basin of Pennsylvania. Team members continue to refine the methods and apply them to ASC watersheds.

*Development of ASC “Messages”*

The ASC management team met during the summer of 2003 to set strategies for pulling together the various components of ASC research. Out of this meeting came four “messages” that the group saw emerging from the research to date. These messages will serve as organizing themes for the final year and a half of the project. These messages were as follows:

1. A taxonomic key of indicators, using land use categories as surrogates for social choices, can be used to: (a) assess condition, (b) diagnose condition, (c) measure management performance, and (d) communicate ecological condition to the public and stakeholders. This taxonomic key indicates there are both multiple ecological states and multiple reference conditions that satisfy various social choice categories.

2. Correspondence or linkage has been established among coastal watershed indicators and near-field estuarine indicators for various social choice categories. This correspondence provides insight into the effects of different watershed management practices on estuarine ecosystems.

3. Correspondence or linkage has been established among upstream watershed indicators and associated stream and downstream aquatic ecosystem indicators for various social choice categories. In addition, the scaling relationships have been established for aggregating watershed indicators from 14 => 11 => 8 digit HUCs to downstream water quality indicators.

4. Social well-being indicators can be empirically linked with environmental quality indicators, for various social choice categories. The consequences of social choices on both social well-being and the environment can be assessed.
These messages correspond roughly to the original sub-proposal and working group structure of the ASC. The main difference is that Message 1 integrates across components of the project, and Message 2 relates to both the estuarine and optical indicators sub-proposals. These messages will form the core of the final ASC report.

**Future Activities**

The final year of the project will be devoted to analyzing data collected in prior years, interpreting results, and pulling together the pieces of the project into an integrated whole. There will be an increased focus on manuscript preparation and submittal, as well as final report preparation.
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